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language system. However, the model is complicated and the
portability is poor. In China, Song Aiguo’s team have
developed a remote rehabilitation training system in Southeast
University in 2016 [4]. The robot is mainly used to rehabilitate
patients' elbows and wrists, but the robot has less freedom and
less comfort. The Department of Electronic Engineering at
Tsinghua University has successfully studied real-time systems
for isolated words, large vocabulary, and performs speech
recognition on specific people [5], but the recognition rate is
not very high.
After investigation, we can find that most of the upper
limb rehabilitation training devices at home and abroad are
desktop training equipment. The structure is complex, bulky,
and the cost is high [6]. It is not portable, which greatly limits
the upper limb rehabilitation robots from entering the
community and home for rehabilitation training at any time.
The current application of speech technology mainly has the
effect of environmental noise. In what kind of environment,
the collected speech is put in another environment to identify
the operation, and the recognition performance will be greatly
changed. Therefore, in reality, the recorded speech has a high
requirement for the environment, and we cannot find the
perfect ideal. The environment to record speech libraries
greatly hinders us from extracting high-quality speech during
the research process. Therefore, the research of speech denoising technology is particularly important.
In view of the problems above，we introduced a novel
exoskeleton upper limb rehabilitation robot based on bionics
and its speech control program. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 will introduce the structure of
exoskeleton upper limb rehabilitation robots. The third section
will introduce the control system of the upper limb
rehabilitation robot. In the fourth quarter, we simulated and
tested the robot's speech control system and recorded the
experimental results. The last part gives the conclusions and
future work.

Abstract - In order to help stroke patients to go on
rehabilitation training, a new type of exoskeleton upper limb
rehabilitation robot based on biomechanics has been designed in
this paper, and speech control has been implemented. The speech
control is suitable for patients who can speak. Doctors or family
members can also assist patients in training. The system can help
patients with hemiplegia to recover the upper limbs and fingers
movement function, at the same time, it has the characteristics of
small size, more portable and convenient operation. It can also
effectively solve the shortage of traditional doctors and patients'
one to one rehabilitation training. It is convenient for patients to
use in the family. Anybody can help patients with rehabilitation
training and has a broad application prospect in the field of
rehabilitation. Finally, the speech control system was tested and
the master-slave control experiment was implemented. In order to
better perform speech recognition and further reduce the noise in
the environment, the original speech signals have been de-noised
with wavelet transform . The experimental results showed that
the success rate of post-noise speech control system rehabilitation
training is higher, and the average correct recognition rate of
speech control is 94%, thus the feasibility of the speech control
system is verified.
Index Terms - Exoskeleton Upper Limb Robot；Wavelet denoising ；Speech Control System；Rehabilitation Training.

I. INTRODUCTION
Current medical theory and practice have proven that
early rehabilitation plays a crucial role in the recovery of
stroke in patients with stroke [1]. The traditional of upper limb
rehabilitation treatment mainly depends on the one-to-one
continuous passive training of the patients by the doctors. This
training mode takes time and effort. With the development of
society and the advancement of science and technology,
robotics and speech recognition technology have been applied
to the field of upper body rehabilitation training, providing a
new way for rehabilitation.
The representative of the abroad is the Amreo power, an
upper extremity exoskeleton rehabilitation robot developed by
the Swiss company Hocoma [2]. The Amreo power function is
relatively comprehensive and the technology is more mature,
but the device is more complex. Speechworks6 is an
identification system product made by Speech works
Corporation that uses speech to automatically dial the phone
[3]. This product enables the phone to interact with the natural
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II. STRUCTURE OF THE EXOSKELETON UPPER LIMB
REHABILITATION ROBOT
This paper proposed a portable upper limb rehabilitation
robot whose purpose is to recover the motor function of the
elbows, wrists and fingers. According to the structural
distribution of the human upper limbs of the joints in the
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freedom per finger. The control circuit of the upper limb
rehabilitation robot system consists of five two phase four line
stepping motors and two step motors. They directly control 7
degrees of freedom, and the rest degree of freedom is
controlled by the connecting rod. In the 3 dimensional
modeling design a1 is 40mm, a2 is 28mm, a3 is 25mm. Range
of θ1 is 0～60°, range of θ2 is 0～80°, and range of θ3 is 0～
50°. According to the given parameters of the design, a single
finger 3D model is shown in Fig.1.
The robot has a total weight of 1.5 kilograms, a light
weight, a combination of design and ergonomics, and is
comfortable to wear and easy to carry. The schematic diagram
of the overall design structure is shown in Fig.2. In addition to
connecting bolts and motors, all parts and components are
made of ABS. The material is small in density, light in weight,
and has a certain stiffness, which can meet the needs of robots.
In the processing of parts and components, the use of
advanced 3D printing technology.

natural state, taking into account factors such as the safety of
the patient during training. We have studied and designed our
finger lengths according to normal people. Specifically as
shown in Table 1.

Finger

TABLE 1
LENGTH OF HUMAN FINGER JOINT
MCP
PP
PIP
MP

DIP

Thumb(mm)

26-29

45-55

-----

-----

14-17

Index(mm)

23-26

43-50

15-17

24-30

12-15

Middle (mm)

24-27

44-51

16-18

25-31

13-16

Ring(mm)
Little (mm)

23-26
21-23

43-50
37-42

15-17
13-15

24-30
23-26

12-15
10-11

MCP:MetacarpophalangealPoint PP:ProximalPhalanx MP: Middle Phalanx
PIP:ProximalInterphalangealPoint PIP: Proximal Interphalangeal Point

III. ASSISTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM
In order to improve the quality of life and freedom of
movement of stroke patients and physically disabled people, it
is convenient and effective for rehabilitation training. We
combine speech recognition technology with robotics
technology to use speech to control the various movements of
rehabilitation robots, making the human-machine interface
simpler and more convenient to control. Speech recognition
technology is the technology that converts speech signals into
speech commands or corresponding texts [8]. The ultimate
goal is to allow the machine to “understand” the human’s
speech, and then implement speech feedback or let the
machine to implement corresponding actions. The overall
design of the speech control system proposed in this paper is
shown in Fig.3. The doctor or operator must first train our preset speech commands and send instructions to the speech
module through speaking. After the speech controller receives
the speech signal and passes some identification actions, it will
send character signals to the main controller. After the
controller receives the signal, the corresponding drive
corresponding to the motor action, and finally through the
rehabilitation robot to achieve the patient's rehabilitation
training.

Fig. 1 Finger reduction model.

Wrist

Elbow
Fig. 2 Overall design structure diagram.

The structure of most rehabilitation robots is complex and
their integration is not high. However, the new type of
exoskeleton upper limb rehabilitation robot of the present
subject is not only simple in structure but also highly
integrated, and can adopt a modular design [7]. The upper
limbs and fingers are separately subjected to rehabilitation
training, and the fingers and upper limbs can also be subjected
to rehabilitation training at the same time. It mainly includes
the upper arm structure, forearm structure, elbow joint, wrist
joint, drive motor, and fingers. The upper limb rehabilitation
robot has 17 degrees of freedom (DOF), of which the 3
degrees of freedom design includes flexion and extension arm
elbow, wrist flexion/extension, wrist pronation/rear, and 14
degrees of freedom including 2 degrees of freedom for the
thumb and other four fingers The fingers have 3 degrees of

Fig. 3 Speech control system block diagram.

A. Speech Recognition Module
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based speech de-noising method. The wavelet de-noising
algorithm based on scale decomposition combines threshold
function and speech recognition system to achieve signal denoising.
1)The hard threshold de-noising function is(1).

For more precise control, we use the real-time
LD3320speech chip, as shown in Fig.4. The LD3320 is a nonspecific human speech recognition chip designed and
produced by ICRoute Corporation. This chip is composed of a
speech recognition CPU and some external circuits, including
DA and AD converters, MIC audio input, and audio output
ports. Using Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is a
technique that converts human speech into text. Supports
users to freely edit 50 keywords [9]. At the same time, the end
user can edit and update the content of these 50 keywords
according to the patient's use of appropriate adjustments.

w j ,k , | w j , k |≥ λ |
^
W jH, k = 
0 , | w j , k | λ

(1)

The hard threshold method has a discontinuity of ±λ, and
it will generate some additional shocks for speech signal
reconstruction [11]. The most serious is that visual distortion
such as Pseudo-Gibbs phenomenon will easily occur.
2) Soft threshold de-noising function is (2) [12]:

sgn（w j , k )(| w j ,k | −λ ), | w j ,k |≥ λ
^
W jS, k = 
0 , | w j ,k | λ

(2)

The soft-threshold de-noising method is continuous on
±λ, but there is a constant error in the above formula, which
will result in a serious loss of high-frequency information.
3) The improved threshold function is (3) [13].

Fig. 4 Physical map of LD 3320.

The chip adopts dynamic time warping algorithm based
on pattern matching (DTW) and hidden Markov model method
(HMM) based on statistical model. This unique fast and steady
streamlining algorithm greatly improves the accuracy of
speech recognition. The speech recognition process is shown
in Fig.5. First, the speech feature parameters are analyzed in
advance and a speech template is created and stored in the
speech parameter library. The speech to be recognized
undergoes the same analysis as during training to obtain
speech parameters [10]. Compare it with the reference
template in the library one by one, and use the method of
judgment to find out the template closest to the speech feature
and obtain the recognition result.

^

W j ,k


λ2
−
w
, | w j , k | λ
 j ,k
| w |− λ
2 w j , k * e j ,k

= ^
 w Sj , k
 2 , | w j , k |≤ λ
 2λ

(3)

The expression of the threshold function after adding
three adjustment factors to (4) is shown below [14].

^

W j ,k


λm * k
w j , k − m −1 |w j ,k |m−1 + (k − 1)λ , | w j , k | λ
2 w j ,k * e


n
| w | *k
=  j , k n −1 * sgn( w j ,k ), | w j , k |≤ λ
 2λ

( −λ ) m * k
w j , k − m −1 |w j ,k |m−1 − λ − ( k − 1)λ , | w j , k | −λ
2 w j ,k * e



(4)

The above is where n, m, and k all belong to an integer.
We apply the learned knowledge of mathematics to analyze (4)
to get the following conclusion:
When |w_(j,k) |→λ+, the first equation of (4) matches
the (5):
Fig. 5 Flow chart of speech recognition chip.

lim + ( w j ,k −

B. Basic Theory of Wavelet Threshold De-noising
Speech signals are interfered with by various aspects
during transmission and reception. These interferences may
cause speech signals to be indistinguishable and affect the
patient's rehabilitation training effect. Therefore, removing
interference noise and increasing the strength of the speech
signal have certain value for the system. We use a wavelet-

| w j,k | →λ

λ2
2 w j ,k * e

| w j ,k | − λ

)=

λ
2

(5)

When |w_(j,k) |→λ-, the second equation of (4) matches
the (6):

lim − (

|w j,k |→λ
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| w j , k |3
2λ2

)=

λ
2

(6)

this paper uses the wavelet threshold function method to denoise the added noise signal. In the experiment, db6 wavelet
was used as the wavelet basis, the decomposition scale was 3
layers, and the same wavelet threshold was chosen. We
conducted a MATLAB simulation experiment [16]. Fig. 7
shows the original speech command signal and spectrum
diagram. Fig. 8 shows the signal and spectrum diagram with
noise added. Fig.9 shows the de-noised speech command
signal and spectrum diagram.

As can be seen from the above two equations, this
threshold function is continuous at two threshold points ±λ,
and they have high-order derivatives. In these equations, the
two equations in (4) are different from the frequently seen
threshold function that is directly zeroed out, and their values
tend to zero gradually at a slow rate. In the above formula, the
parameter n is mainly used to adjust the shape of the threshold
function, the parameter m is used to adjust the change of the
wavelet coefficient, and the parameter k directly determines
the asymptote of the threshold function. When k=1, the
threshold function Similar to the hard threshold function, when
k=0, the threshold function and the soft threshold function are
approximately the same [15]. In summary, the new threshold
function can be set at any point in the soft threshold function
by adjusting the parameter k.
IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTS
A. Speech Signal De-noising Simulation Results
Basic ideas of wavelet de-noising is shown in Fig.
6,after the signal pre-processing using scale transform each
signal decomposition scale transform, belongs to the wavelet
coefficients of the original signal is kept and strengthen,
cutting noise wavelet coefficients, and then through the
inverter for detected signal recovery.
We use a modified wavelet threshold function to perform
de-noising experiments on a speech signal recorded in a realtime environment to verify whether the function's improvement
on the noise characteristics of the speech signal can achieve
the desired effect.

Fig. 7 Original speech signal and spectrogram( index finger bend).

Fig.8 Noise-added speech signal and spectrogram ( index finger bend).

Fig.6 Wavelet de-noising method block diagram

Using the microphone to record ten speech rehabilitation
instructions and collect speech signal instructions within 5
seconds. Preprocessing of speech signals using format factory
software. The speech signal is mono, the sampling frequency is
8000 Hz, and the speech signal is .wav format. Here we have
selected the recording of “bending of the index finger”, the
same as other instructions. Noise uses the more common
normal Gaussian white noise, first adds the noise to the
original signal, and then the improved function proposed in

Fig.9 De-noised speech signal and spectrogram( index finger bend).
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B. Master-slave Control Experiment
The system uses master-slave control mode,
doctor/operator and speech recognition as the main end,
system control circuit, patients/subjects, and rehabilitation
robot as slaves. The master-end operator sends instructions
through the utterance. The microphone will receive the speech
commands. After the speech controller recognizes and
analyzes, the system control circuit receives the signals and
then drives the motors according to the commands. At this
time, the robot performs the corresponding posture movement
according to the motor drive. The tester therefore performs the
corresponding rehabilitation training action according to the
operator's operation command. The operator can directly
observe the patient's rehabilitation training. Control flow chart
is shown in Fig.10.
Fig.11 Flow chart of angle control

Fig.12 Speech control experiment
TABLE 2
THE RESULTS OF TRAINING BEFORE DE-NOISING

Fig. 10 Flow chart of master and slave system control

Five healthy volunteers were selected for the speech
control test and the environment was set as a relatively quiet
indoor environment. After each subject was trained, the
experiment was repeated 15 times as much as possible. Each
test was performed in turn. Thumb stretch/bend (A/B), index
finger stretch/bend (C/D), middle finger stretch/bend (E/F),
ring finger stretch/bend (G/H), little finger stretch/bend (I/J).
10 speech commands to control the exoskeleton finger
rehabilitation robot perform corresponding actions such as
thumb bending/stretching, forefinger bending/stretching,
middle
finger
bending/stretching,
ring
finger
bending/stretching, and pinky finger bending/stretching. With
the speech command, the exoskeleton finger rehabilitation
robot is successfully controlled to perform the corresponding
action as a correct recognition, and the data of all the
volunteers is recorded accordingly, and then statistics are
made to calculate the average accuracy.
Within the scope of safe movement, different bending
angles can be controlled to facilitate patient rehabilitation
training more accurate. As shown in Fig.11, the system will
adjust the motor pulse until it reaches the specified angle. For
safety considerations, our robot considered the range of
motion of each part during hardware design. In addition, we
designed an emergency stop switch on the control circuit board
to prevent unexpected situations.

TABLE 3
THE RESULTS OF TRAINING AFTER DE-NOISING

The original speech rehabilitation instruction training
experiment and the de-noised speech rehabilitation instruction
training experiment were respectively performed. Fig.12
shows the speech control experiment. The experimental results
are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 .The numbers in the table
represent the number of successes. Fig.13 shows the
comparison of average accuracy before and after de-noising.
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The average accuracy of training

0.96
0.95
0.94
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Fig. 13 Comparison of average accuracy before and after de-noising

The experimental results showed that there are certain
differences in the recognition of different speech commands.
For the entire speech control system, the correct recognition
rate of speech control is above 90%. Compared with the above
two tables, it can be seen that the de-noised speech signal can
help stroke patients to perform rehabilitation training with an
average accuracy rate of 94.0%. This verified that the system
has higher accuracy. The following aspects we need to discuss:
After many experiments we found that the speed of voice
commands can not be too fast, each word should be clearly
read, about 3 words per 2 seconds or so, otherwise the voice
recognition effect is not good. Due to delays in both the voice
chip and the motor, the time delay is inevitable, Through a lot
of experiments, we found that the delay time of the system is
about 800ms. We will reduce the delay time in future work. In
general, the speech control system we designed can help
patients perform rehabilitation training effectively.
V.CONCLUSION
In this paper, a bionic exoskeleton upper limb
rehabilitation robot is proposed. We have adopted an
integrated modular design that can integrate rehabilitation
training and individual rehabilitation training. At the same
time, the design of the peripheral circuit and speech control
system of the upper limb rehabilitation robot was completed.
The speech command was de-noised has improved the success
rate of rehabilitation training. Finally, we completed the
master-slave control experiment with robot. The experimental
results shown that after de-noised the speech control training is
better and the accuracy is higher. It can be convenient for
patients to perform rehabilitation training with the help of nonmedical personnel and families, it has practical value. Our
design meets the requirements of patients for convenience and
practical training. In the future, we will focus on task training
to make our robot more practical and perfect. We hope that the
majority of patients can recover soon.
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